“Oberhasli are the epitome of calm. When you are around them, they have this way of making everything bad in the world disappear.

- Brandi Giachino

“I was attending a dairy goat show at a local fair and walked by a pen of gots that took my breath away. Their sweet faces, the grace in their movement, their open curiosity, and their rich copper-bay color all called to me and I came home from that fair with my first Oberhasli. It didn’t take me long to fall completely in love with the breed. Their gentle and loving disposition, coupled with all will to milk made the decision to transition my herd to entirely Oberhasli, an easy one.

- Beth Kennelley

“I was not sold on Oberhasli in the beginning, I had 3 other breeds - a friend introduced them to my son. Less than 10 years later they would make up the greatest majority of our herd. Amazing work ethic in milk and kid production, quality, well flavored milk, and truly the most docile sweet and well behaved animals I have ever worked with. “

- TeCoa Stroda

“I feel like you have to meet them to get the “feels” for them. They are by far the most even-tempered (with just a touch of spicy “impishness”), personable and hard-working goat breed there is. If you want a breed the produces excellent quality milk with endearing personalities, Obers are for you.

- Dr. Deb Mangelsdorf, DVM

“Oberhasli are family—that is how much we love them.”

- Ty Seibert